Hemodynamic response function (HRF) variability confounds resting-state fMRI functional connectivity.
fMRI is the convolution of the hemodynamic response function (HRF) and unmeasured neural activity. HRF variability (HRFv) across the brain could, in principle, alter functional connectivity (FC) estimates from resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI). Given that HRFv is driven by both neural and non-neural factors, it is problematic when it confounds FC. However, this aspect has remained largely unexplored even though FC studies have grown exponentially. We hypothesized that HRFv confounds FC estimates in the brain's default-mode-network. We tested this hypothesis using both simulations (where the ground truth is known and modulated) as well as rs-fMRI data obtained in a 7T MRI scanner (N = 47, healthy). FC was obtained using 2 pipelines: data with hemodynamic deconvolution (DC) to estimate the HRF and minimize HRFv, and data with no deconvolution (NDC, HRFv-ignored). DC and NDC FC networks were compared, along with regional HRF differences, revealing potential false connectivities that resulted from HRFv. We found evidence supporting our hypothesis using both simulations and experimental data. With simulations, we found that HRFv could cause a change of up to 50% in FC. With rs-fMRI, several potential false connectivities attributable to HRFv, with majority connections being between different lobes, were identified. We found a double exponential relationship between the magnitude of HRFv and its impact on FC, with a mean/median error of 30.5/11.5% caused in FC by HRF confounds. HRFv, if ignored, could cause identification of false FC. FC findings from HRFv-ignored data should be interpreted cautiously. We suggest deconvolution to minimize HRFv.